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PREFACE 
According to IBISWorld, there are an estimated 94,100 employed coaches worldwide as of June 2015. 
That number is only growing with new generations in the workplace and online communities that 
promote peer coaching, such as Coach.me. 

Coaching is widely misunderstood, often mistakenly equated with mentoring. There are thousands of 
books, articles, and courses offering suggestions about the best ways to coach people, filled with forms, 
assessments, step-by-step programs, surveys, and feedback processes. These are all valuable resources, 
but the key to coaching is understanding that the focus is on helping people develop expertise and 
confidence as a facilitator. This publication is for talent development professionals who manage the 
learning function, internal coaches and consultants, subject matter experts, and individuals interested in 
establishing a coaching culture in their organization.  

Coaching is a conversation and management style dedicated to helping someone achieve personal 
developmental goals. It provides feedback, advice, and positive reinforcement to unlock potential and 
improve performance within an organization. In the report The Coaching Approach: A Key Tool for 
Successful Managers, ATD Research defines coaching as a process characterized by a manager 
proactively listening to an employee, asking nondirective questions, and delivering actionable feedback. 
According to the International Coach Federation, building a coaching culture “offers employees at all 
levels the opportunity to grow their skills, enhance their value and reach their professional goals.” An 
effective coach encourages employees to explore their options, expand their thinking, develop applicable 
action plans, and follow through. Coaching empowers individuals to take action toward their performance 
and personal or professional development. 
 
This collection of practical resources from ATD books, TD at Work issues, and TD and T+D articles will 
help you understand the significance of coaching and how to build a coaching culture in your organization 
or team. Each section will serve as a tool to help you evolve into a leader who embraces a coaching 
management style.  
 
The 13 book chapters in this collection cover an assortment of coaching topics. Each section includes a 
chapter selected to help you better understand the process of coaching and how to implement an effective 
program in your organization. The five TD and T+D magazine articles in this collection are a 
combination of practical and relevant stories from the last four years. With lists and real-life scenarios, 
these articles should guide your perspective and understanding of coaching. 
 
The two TD at Work and Infoline issues include foundational content on coaching, in addition to tools, 
job aids, checklists, and additional resources that will come in handy when creating a coaching program 
and developing your new leadership skills. There is also one whitepaper, based on ATD’s research report 
The Coaching Approach: A Key Tool for Successful Managers. It provides an overview of key statistics 
and results from the employer’s perspective on coaching. 
 
One of the benefits of a collection like this is that you can start wherever you like! Turn to the resource 
that most appeals to you, or go through each of the selections in the order they’re presented here. For 
more information on coaching—or any other topic—please visit ATD’s website, www.store.td.org, where 
you can learn more about any of the publications highlighted here. 



INTRODUCTION 
Here is a brief outline of each included publication for you to review before you begin reading this 
collection. The descriptions provide a summary of each book, article, whitepaper, TD at Work, and 
Infoline, as well as why each piece was included. 

PART I: SETTING THE STAGE: WHAT IS COACHING AND WHY IS IT NEEDED? 

People often use the terms coaching and mentoring interchangeably without realizing their differences—
including the definition, focus, role, approach, and tools of each—in the workplace. In a 2013 blog post, 
Cathy Liska, CEO of the Center for Coaching Certification and the Center for Coaching Solutions, 
succinctly described how a coach and a mentor are different: 

 A trainer and a mentor talk—a coach listens. 
 A trainer and a mentor give advice—a coach asks questions. 
 A trainer and a mentor focus on imparting knowledge and the process for 

achieving outcomes—a coach focuses on enhancing the coachee’s self-
awareness and facilitating the individual’s goal-setting and action-planning 
processes. 

 A trainer and a mentor assume the role of the expert—a coach empowers the 
client through active listening and thoughtful questioning to become the expert. 

Establishing the differences between mentoring and coaching is fundamental to building your own 
coaching culture and programs. 

A coach is an excellent listener and communicator who provides feedback and encouragement while 
maintaining high expectations. The coach seeks to build a working environment where people can do 
their best work and motivation is high. 

Coaching Up and Down the Generations 
Chapter 1: Coaching for Catalysts: Fundamentals for Creating Great Coaching Moments 

In the first chapter of Coaching Up and Down the Generations, Lisa Haneberg establishes some 
fundamentals of coaching, including its definition and purpose. She explores four distinguishing 
characteristics of great coaching and encourages people to be a catalyst. Lisa also highlights some 
“killers” of ineffective coaching conversations. This chapter will provide you with a sense of urgency and 
empowerment to be the change you want to see as a coach. 

Coaching Basics 
Chapter 2: A Coaching Model 

There are dozens of coaching models to choose from; no one model is the standard. When executed 
skillfully, coaching can break down barriers and self-imposed resistance to improve actions and results. 
Here, author Lisa Haneberg offers a model for how to initiate and provide coaching, along with ways to 
create mutual trust. Coaching Basics presents a focused methodology with examples and exercises to help 
you perfect your coaching skills and effectively mentor others. 

  



Measuring the Success of Coaching 
Chapter 10: Coaching for Business Impact: Creating Value, Including ROI, Through Executive Coaching 

This chapter delivers a practical approach using a case study of an organization that conducted a needs 
assessment and implemented a coaching program through evaluating the return on investment. This case 
study can serve as a basis for discussion and contemplation before creating your own coaching program. 

PART II: CREATING A COACHING CULTURE 

After learning about the foundation and purpose of coaching, you’re ready to promote a coaching culture 
in your organization. Learn from these six resources about creating an effective coaching program. 

Coaching Training 
Chapter 5: Identifying Needs for Coaching Training  

Before you begin planning the design for your coaching initiative, you must first evaluate the 
organization’s needs for coaching and assess the skills gap based on what employees are able to do. This 
chapter will help you pinpoint the specific requirements of your organization, including who wants the 
coaching training, how the results will be defined, why the training is being requested, and the budget.  

Coaching Employee Engagement Training 
Chapter 2: Assessing the Needs of Learners 

This chapter primarily focuses on the needs of the learner. In it, you’ll discover the right questions to ask 
employees and receive tools and templates to help you conduct a thorough assessment. 

TD at Work, “Creating an Internal Coaching Program” 

This TD at Work will provide you with a strategy to develop an internal coaching program from start to 
finish. Author Lisa Ann Edwards explains the benefits of internal coaching for the coach, coachee, 
learning function, and the organization as a whole. She notes key characteristics of a great internal coach 
and the kinds of coaching programs that can be implemented. Case studies are also included to further 
your understanding about different types of internal coaching programs. Job aids are available at the end 
of the issue. 

Organizational Coaching: Building Relationships and Programs That Drive Results 
Chapter 9: Managing the Coaching Program 

A team of three behavioral practitioners provide a relevant and real-world perspective on managing a 
coaching program. In one chapter, you will learn about applying a systems approach to create a program, 
assessing your organization, designing the program, defining roles, measuring the process and results, 
developing coaches, and navigating challenges. The authors provide a comprehensive infrastructure for 
the development and implementation of an ethical and successful coaching process. 

TD, “Coaching Through Questions”  

Effective leaders ask questions and become better listeners as an approach to coaching that can drive 
engagement. In the March 2015 edition of TD magazine, authors Steve Gladis and Kimberly Gladis 
suggest that a coaching culture promotes problem solving and mentoring, especially in the Millennial 
generation. 

  



TD, “Transform Organizational Culture Through Coaching” 

Review a case study from a law firm that recognized the generational divide regarding employment 
expectations and learn how it developed a coaching program as the solution. The firm’s approach also 
enhanced the partner coaches’ ability to understand the needs and concerns of their clients. Use the tips in 
this article when adopting a coaching program for your own organization. 

PART III: ADDRESSING CHALLENGES IN COACHING 

Whether it is due to the material, organizational red tape, or individual issues, challenges are often 
inevitable. Each chapter and article in this section emphasizes a variety of problems that may arise during 
the coaching process or session. 

TD, “Coaching People to Change, One Step at a Time” 

Forming new habits is not easy, and neither is coaching someone on changing in order to reach maximum 
potential. This March 2015 TD article reminds us that coaching is not a one-size-fits-all enterprise; it 
works best if the recipient is ready and willing to change. 
 
10 Steps to Successful Coaching 

Step 2: Remove Personal Obstacles 

Addressing your own obstacles as a coach to provide a productive coaching session results in an effective 
workplace. This chapter reflects on how to slow down and notice what’s going on around you, what to do 
when you’re the obstacle to good coaching, how to find your own coach, and what to do when your 
organization is the obstacle. 

Step 8: Realign When Things Go Bad 

There are common problems that may arise in your coaching relationships. Using lists, templates, and 
role-play scenarios, author Sophie Oberstein shares signs that coaching has derailed, guidance on how to 
realign as a coach, and a road map troubleshooting guide for coaching problems. 

Coaching Basics 
Chapter 7: Helping Clients Get Unstuck 

Coaching helps people who feel stuck and can’t move forward with their goals. This chapter provides 
several techniques to help you guide your client through difficult situations—including when they seem 
uncoachable. 

PART IV: EVALUATING COACHING IMPACT 

After a coaching program is established and challenges are resolved or acknowledged, the next step is 
evaluating the impact of coaching and what’s working and not working in your organization. This is 
typically an ongoing process with many variables to consider, including new employee expectations, 
leadership styles, and advancements in coaching research. 

  



Measuring the Success of Coaching 

Chapter 1: ROI in Coaching: The Basics 

A lot of ground is covered in the first chapter of Jack and Patti Phillips’s book on measuring coaching 
success. This chapter establishes a definition and the evolution of coaching, from executive coaching to 
team coaching to peer coaching. To evaluate impact, you must know how to measure the return on 
investment (ROI), and this chapter provides a detailed outline of the ROI Methodology process identified 
by the ROI Institute. It also covers the evaluation process model, which comprises 10 steps taken during 
four phases of a coaching evaluation project. 

Chapter 3: Isolation of Coaching Effects 

According to the authors, isolating the effects of a coaching program is one of the most challenging yet 
critical steps for business impact data. Without isolating and testing the results, there is no proof that the 
coaching was directly effective. Techniques for and common myths about isolating the effects of 
coaching are also discussed. 

Coaching Training 
Chapter 9: Evaluating Workshop Results 

Although evaluation is often thought of as the final step in instructional design, it should be considered 
early on in the design and development process because the goals of the training, or the learning 
objectives, provide insight into the desired results. Learn the most important elements to track a proper 
evaluation and the value of measuring return on investment from Lisa Haneberg.  

PART V: DEVELOPING LEADERS INTO COACHES 

Recognizing the value of coaching and making it a standard at your organization is one thing, but it takes 
personal initiative and managerial transformation to be effective. The following resources will show you 
how to turn your leaders into coaches.  

TD, “Putting the FOCUS on Coaching” 

The final section begins with a case study from the April 2014 edition of TD magazine, written by Sandi 
Maxey, of a company that asked employees exactly what type of development experiences they wanted. 
Coaching was identified as a solution, and the article gives a detailed breakdown of the program they 
designed and the learning model that was used. If you recognize the value of coaching at this point, the 
results thus far will be of no surprise. 

  



T+D, “Transform Managers Into Coaches: Five Steps for Coaching Success” 

This March 2012 T+D article by Mike Noble provides a strategy for getting your managers from simply 
supervising to leading and listening as coaches. The rewards of selecting coaching and succeeding as a 
desired management style are beneficial for both leaders and their employees.  

Leaders Don't Command 
Chapter 16: Developing People 

Jorge Cuervo’s chapter on developing people lays a great foundation for the next TD at Work issue in this 
collection. He clarifies the difference between a coach and what he identifies as a leader coach. He also 
addresses why being a leader coach is more effective for team atmosphere and development. 

TD at Work, “The Power of Peer Coaching” 

As described by author Lynda McDermott, “Peer coaching is a powerful process for enabling two or more 
people, who share common interests or goals, to collaborate in helping one another become more 
successful in their work or personal lives.” This TD at Work describes various peer coaching models, the 
competencies needed to be a successful peer coach and facilitator, the steps for creating a peer coaching 
network or program, and how to measure the success. 

ATD Research whitepaper, The Coaching Approach: A Key Tool for Successful Managers 

This whitepaper touches on the results from the ATD Research and ATD Forum research report of the 
same name, and provide insights on how learning leaders can more effectively develop and sustain 
successful coaching programs. You may learn some surprising facts about the current status of coaching 
in organizations, as well as the necessary skills that organizations identified for managers to be effective 
coaches. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

REFERENCES 
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Liska, C. 2013. “What Is Coaching? Back to the Basics.” Human Capital blog, November 5. 
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A Coaching Model

 

n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n 

In chapter 1, you explored the purposes of coaching and the basic assumptions and 
beliefs that facilitate effective coaching. In this chapter, the focus is on offering 

a process for how to coach clients. There are dozens of models for coaching, and 
no one model is the standard. Coaching is a personal and intimate service, and you 
will find that most experienced coaches have created their own style and process 
that they believe works best for their clients. Sometimes the coaching process is 
so organic and seemingly spontaneous that it is hard to see that there are concrete 
steps the coach is following. Most coaching models include process steps for engag-
ing the client, contracting, goal setting, assessing, having conversations, developing, 
and action planning. In figure 2-1, these core steps are assembled into a model for 
coaching that you can use and personalize.

 In this chapter, you’ll learn:

u A model for how to provide coaching
u How to initiate coaching
u Ways to create mutual trust.

What’s Inside This Chapter
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Figure 2-1. A model for coaching.
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Establish a Relationship With Your Client
One of the most important aspects of coaching is the strength of the relationship 
between coach and client. Within an organization, a good relationship must pre-
cede coaching for it to be most effective. This can present a challenge for managers, 
trainers, human resources professionals, and organization development practitioners 
who need to coach people with whom they have not connected. Table 2-1 shows the 
various elements of a strong coach-client relationship and the actions you can take 
to build strong and connecting relationships. 
 Coaching is tough if you do not have strong relationships with your clients. You 
can speed up the process by having deep and meaningful conversations. If you have 
been asked to coach someone whom you do not know well, spend some time getting 
to know each other. Time spent building a foundation to your relationship will be 
well worth the initial effort and will allow you to understand the client’s needs and 
goals more fully and quickly.

Opportunity and Offer
As a coach, you are tuned to observe people and listen for their goals and challenges. 
Bob mentions in a meeting that he is working on a big, new project but is struggling 
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In his bestselling book, Never Eat Alone, Keith Ferrazzi suggests you “go deep fast.” 

You should move, with lightning speed, past the idle chitchat and get right into topics that 

mean something. “Transcend the meaningless chitchat about the weather and what com-

pany they work for and engage their conversation partners in discussions about stuff that 

really matters—like their favorite hobbies, their troublesome teenage children, their frustra-

tions at work, their family relationships that really put a strain on them. Only when you talk 

with someone about their deepest desires and struggles do you get to know and respect 

and value them as humans, and that’s when you really start to bond” (K. Ferrazzi, personal 

communication). According to Ferrazzi, real connections are intimate. Business relationships 

are intimate. To be most effective, you need to take more risks and share more of yourself. 

People judge others, but after getting to know them at a deep level, those early judgments 

fade away. Connections are personal, they must be, or it is just a superficial association.

Think About This
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Table 2-1. Elements of a strong coach-client relationship.

Element

Mutual Trust

 
 

Shared Purpose

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Intimacy

 
 
 

Openness

Description

Mutual trust exists when both people 
feel that they can trust the other and 
that they will represent each other well. 
Coaches earn trust by being trustworthy 
with sensitive information. Fears about 
the coach being a corporate spy can 
get in the way of a client’s trust in the 
coach. 
 

As a coach, you will need to share the 
desire to help your clients meet their 
goals. Shared purpose does not mean 
that you both have the same goals, only 
that as a coach, you are committed and 
interested in helping your clients achieve 
their goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connecting relationships are intimate 
in that they get beyond superficial talk 
to explore hopes, dreams, fears, and 
feelings. 
 
 

You and your clients can candidly share 
thoughts, even those that might be 
sensitive or embarrassing. This level of 
dialogue is important to the success of 
your coaching.

How to Improve

Be a role model of trustworthiness in 
all your dealings. Don’t gossip or spread 
sensitive information about others. 
Sometimes as a coach, you will need to 
share your opinions about others, but 
always do so in a manner that is fair, 
clear, and respectful. You can build trust 
quickly by establishing the ground rules 
up front and then by acting on them 
consistently.

Show interest, and reinforce the impor-
tance of your clients’ goals. Demonstrate 
that you are engaged and supportive of 
what they want to accomplish. Make 
it clear to your clients that your goal is 
to help them meet their goals. Show 
respect for the goals that your clients 
choose. Although you should help your 
clients shape and clarify goals, you 
should not try to talk them out of or 
redirect their goals. By focusing your 
coaching conversation on their goals, 
you will show your clients that you are 
interested in and support their aims.

Develop intimacy by talking about what 
matters with your clients. Share yourself, 
and ask questions that go deep into the 
topic. Reinforce meaningful conversa-
tions and sharing. Quickly move beyond 
what’s on the surface to explore your 
clients’ hopes, dreams, and struggles.

Treat candid thoughts with respect. Do 
not judge or otherwise make your clients 
feel as though you are evaluating them. 
Be candid and forthcoming with infor-
mation. Ask provocative and evocative 
questions that facilitate openness.



with how to get it going. Susan says she wishes she could learn how to lead better. 
You see a manager who seems overwhelmed and frustrated. These are all excellent 
opportunities for coaching. Once you see the opportunity, you will want to offer 
help in the form of coaching.
 But how do you approach someone? As stated in chapter 1, it is not advisable to 
say to someone, “Would you like some coaching?” Why? This question might put 
your potential client on the defensive and generally signals the start of advice. It is 
better to approach the person sharing your observations and offering assistance. For 
example:

Ñ “I heard you mention in the staff meeting that you are struggling with how 
to best plan and implement your new project. Sometimes we just need to 
get all our ideas and concerns out and organized. I would be happy to help 
walk through those conversations with you if you think it might help.”

Ñ “I admire your goal to continue developing your leadership skills. If you 
would like help creating specific goals and a plan that can fit into your crazy 
schedule, I would be happy to work with you on that.”

 Recognizing the opportunity for coaching and offering your services in a non-
threatening and open manner is a great way to enroll clients who are coachable and 
ready to make something great happen.

Request for Coaching
Sometimes clients come directly to you. They have goals and want help reaching 
them. If they come to you, clients are generally more coachable and engaged. They 
recognize that coaching might be helpful and are ready to get started. You may need 
to help clients understand what coaching looks and feels like, but once they under-
stand that the focus is on their goals, they will likely buy into the process.
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Basic Rule 5
Using a particular coaching process is not critical, but most processes 

incorporate the elements of relationship building, contracting, goal setting, 

having conversations, action planning, and following up.



The exception to this is when potential clients are told to get coaching. This is 
not an optimal situation because they are more likely to be defensive and uncoach-
able. If they do not want coaching and are only coming to you because they were 
told to, the coaching will have little effect. To try to win them over, share the ben-
efits of coaching and ensure them that the coaching sessions will focus on what they 
deem to be their most important goals. Put their minds at ease that you will not be 
reporting to their bosses about every conversation. 

A Coaching Model  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n  n
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Forced coaching is often a waste of time, energy, and resources. Work with senior leaders to 

ensure people are not forced into coaching.

Noted

Assess Interest and Coachability
How interested and engaged are your clients? Are they ready to work on their goals 
in earnest? Before you determine how long and often you want to meet with your 
clients, you will want to gauge their interests. If there is an immediate project or 
goal, you may suggest meeting for a longer period of time or for a short time each 
day. For long-term goals, meeting weekly, biweekly, or monthly will suffice. 

At this point, you also want to observe their behaviors to determine whether 
they are being coachable. Their coachability will determine whether they will be 
receptive during the critical initial stages of coaching. If they are not being coach-
able, you may need to address this before progressing. Chapter 5 offers techniques 
to determine and improve client coachability.

Clarify Goals
Helping clients clarify their goals is important. Many clients will have only vague 
notions about their goals. Others will hold on to outdated or unrealistic goals. Some 
clients will not know what their goals are at all. Some goals will be murky or too 
broad. You will want to help your clients craft specific goals that they find inspiring 
and meaningful. 

Coaching should assist clients in creating visions for success. You will want to help 
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them define what a home run looks like relative to their goals. Together, you should 
agree about what success will look like and how they will know when it has been 
achieved. Once the goals are clarified and defined, you should help your clients assess 
today’s reality relative to their goals. Ask them to share how much information they 
have collected, their current results, and their basic assumptions and beliefs about the 
goals. The end product of this work is a crisp explanation of your clients’ goals, how 
far they are from achieving them, and an idea of their current approaches.

Gain Agreement
The agreement phase may happen earlier in the coaching process, but it is often 
not cemented until goal setting is complete. Once the goals are clear, the coaching 
becomes relevant and more tangible. Your clients may feel a bit tenuous until their 
goals are articulated and they understand the focus for the coaching. You will want 
to come to an agreement on the following:

Ñ the format of coaching sessions
Ñ the frequency and duration of coaching sessions
Ñ the purpose and scope of the coaching

H e l p your client create goals that are both inspiring and actionable. Goals should be 

neither too broad nor too specific and should be challenging, but not impossible.

•		Too broad and vague: My goal is to get a promotion (also not inspiring).

 Better: My goal is to develop leadership skills and a reputation of being a great leader, such 

that I can qualify for a broader role in one year.

•		Too low: My goal is to complete a week of quality training. (That’s not a goal, it’s a tactic.) 

 Better: My goal is to ensure I get and stay current with what’s state-of-the-art in direct mar-

keting techniques, tools, and philosophies.

•		Not realistic: My goal is to receive a promotion every year for the next three years.

 Better: My goal is to lead my team to being a top contributor and benchmarked by other 

teams in two years.

Think About This



Ñ the ground rules about confidentiality, candor, coachability, and 
participation. 

In addition, coaching conversations will be more effective when you and your 
client agree on your roles. Each situation might call for slightly different roles based 
on the size and scope of the work. Table 2-2 offers a starting point for defining 
roles.
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Table 2-2. Coaching roles.

Coach’s Role

Encourage your client. Reinforce the interest in the 
goals.

Help your client define and clarify goals. 

Keep discussions on track and moving.

Ask stimulating questions. 

Summarize and clarify discussion topics. 

Help your client develop an action plan. 

Offer resources or tools to improve the client’s self-
awareness or skills.

Facilitate the client’s coachability.

Make agreements about the next steps and 
follow up.

Demonstrate a sincere interest in helping your cli-
ent achieve goals.

Client’s Role

Share goals, desired outcomes, and hopes.  

Openly discuss frustrations, problems, setbacks, 
questions, and successes.

Share relevant information.

Discuss assumptions, opinions, and points of view 
relative to the goals.

Participate in creating and implementing action 
plans.

Take ownership of asking for coaching and follow 
up.

Review progress to goals. 

Be open to exploring new ideas and approaches.

Share setbacks or barriers. 

Be highly coachable. 

The agreement phase of coaching can be quick and informal or you may choose 
to formalize your agreements in writing. Do whichever is best for your clients and 
puts them at ease.
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Great Coaching Dialogue
The coaching conversation begins as you ask questions that expand your clients’ 
thinking. You want to broaden your clients’ viewpoints such that they may see new 
possibilities or attack challenges from a different perspective. When done well, your 
clients will leave the coaching conversations feeling energized and ready to conquer 
their goals.
 This phase of coaching is where you play the roles of detective, catalyst, and 
facilitator. Much of this book addresses how to generate excellent coaching conver-
sations that help move your clients forward:

Ñ Chapter 4: How to Create Great Coaching Dialogue
Ñ Chapter 5: Coachability
Ñ Chapter 6: Building Client Self-Awareness
Ñ Chapter 7: Helping Clients Get Unstuck
Ñ Chapter 8: Facilitating Breakthroughs.

 Each of these invaluable services occurs in conversation and is part of creating 
an effective coaching practice. Together, you and your clients will want to diagnose 
approaches that will help them meet their goals. In addition, you will generate 
inquiry and offer ideas and options that improve forward momentum. Great dia-
logue will also help clients move past barriers and setbacks. 

Action Planning
It can be very satisfying to work with a client to create a robust action plan. When 
the action plan is complete, there is a sense of relief and clarity because goals are 
known and the path to achieve the goals is real. Action planning is an important 
part of coaching because it improves relevance and results. Table 2-3 lists the ele-
ments of a great action plan.

The agreement phase of coaching is like the contracting phase for consulting.

Noted



It is important that you follow up on action items and help your client update 
and change the plan as needed. A well-crafted action plan can serve as a reference for 
ongoing coaching conversations and should be incorporated into your client’s other 
schedules and plans.

Helping Your Client Take Action
Once they complete their action plans, your clients will want to get started if they 
have not already. Although action is listed late in the coaching process, your clients 
will likely be taking action during all phases of coaching. Being in action is a satis-
fying way to move goals forward. That said, it is important to ensure that actions 
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Table 2-3. Elements of a great action plan.

Element

Brief goals statement 
 

Broad timeline 

Actions that improve connectedness 
 

Actions that get the client in action 
 

Actions that help the client get unstuck

Measurements 

Milestones 
 

Development  

Progress

Purpose

Helps the client communicate goals in a suc-
cinct way. Ensures that the action plan items are 
addressing the goals.

Focuses the client on when the goals will be 
achieved.

Answers the question, “Who should I know and 
with whom should I share my goals?” Includes indi-
viduals, organizations, publications, and teams.

Defines the small actions that might make a big dif-
ference: emails, personal visits, research, and other 
tasks that move the goals forward.

Gets rid of barriers and sources of frustration.

Defines how progress will be determined and 
defined.

Breaks down larger goals into smaller components 
so that progress and success can be acknowledged 
and celebrated along the way.

Establishes the skills and experiences that will ben-
efit the client and how the development will occur.

Provides an easy reference for how well things are 
going and where additional focus and progress is 
needed.



are focused and worthwhile. Being in action in the wrong direction will drain your 
clients of hope and energy, so be careful not to suggest too many actions until the 
goal-setting process is complete. As figure 2-1 shows, additional goal setting or 
coaching dialogue follows action or the coaching concludes.

Conclude Coaching
Some coaching relationships go on indefinitely, while others are project or goal 
based. Once your clients successfully implement (or abandon) their action plans, it 
may be time to conclude the coaching relationship. This does not mean that you 
will never coach them again; it just means that this coaching project is finished. 
Sometimes the coaching ends because the goals were achieved. This is a great out-
come, and you should celebrate. 
 Sometimes the coaching ends because your clients lose interest or decide to 
put off the work. This happens and you should not fight it. If your clients do not 
want to continue, convincing them to continue coaching meetings will be a waste 
of everyone’s time and energy. You should do everything you can to understand the 
barriers getting in the way of your clients’ progress and help as much as you can. 
 To conclude the coaching and create closure, ask for a brief meeting to tidy 
up any loose ends. Take the time to ask for feedback from your clients about what 
worked well and any improvements to the coaching process that they would rec-
ommend. Offer articles or information you had been gathering for future coaching 
sessions. You never know, one of the articles might inspire them to get re-engaged 
in coaching. Offer your assistance in the future.
 This coaching process will give you a framework from which to begin coach-
ing. Learning a particular coaching process is not critical, although you might find 
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There are three kinds of actions. Great actions are those that are good ideas. Right actions are 

those that are good uses of resources and time given other options. Great and right actions 

are those that are good to do and the best actions in terms of value and efficiency. Very few 

actions are both great and right. Help your clients choose great and right actions.

Noted
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it helpful to use an established process at first. You will notice that these process 
elements resemble the phases of action planning, a fundamental model used by orga-
nization development practitioners. This makes sense because coaching is a change 
intervention applied to one person or a small group. As with action research, an 
ongoing coaching relationship includes examining results, defining new actions, and 
then assessing the results again (research—action—research).

Getting It Done
Helping your clients clarify and articulate their goals is critical. Practice 
by defining your goals. Use exercise 2-1 as a guide.

Question

What do you want to 
accomplish? What accom-
plishment can you get 
excited about working 
toward? 

What would a home run 
look like?

How will you measure 
success?

What’s the current reality? 
How far do you need to go? 
 

What are the most trouble-
some barriers and potential 
opportunities that you will 
face?

Your Response Consider This

Ensure your goal is not too 
broad or narrow. Can you 
clearly articulate your goal in 
60 seconds? Share you goal 
with three other people to test 
its clarity.

Express one ultimate home 
run or several milestones.

How will you know when you 
have achieved your goal?

Be honest about your progress 
or struggles to date. Doing so 
will help you get beyond the 
current reality.

Acknowledge barriers and 
potential opportunities to help 
you achieve your goal.

Exercise 2-1. Crafting your goals.

To test how well you defined your goals, share them with three other people. 
Notice whether the goals are clear or confusing. Express your goals in a fashion that 
is inspiring by sharing what’s special about what you want to accomplish and why 
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these goals are important to you. Sharing your goals is a great way to enroll others in 
enabling your success. As a coach, you will want to encourage your clients to share 
their goals with many people.

In the next chapter, you will learn several helpful concepts for coaches.

aquinn
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